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How To Use This Book
“If opportunity doesn't knock, build a door.” ~ Milton Berle.
Every step in this book is meant to bring you closer to your dream, and it will
do just that if you take action. Here is how to use this book. Take one step
every month and keep a visual checklist of every step you take to keep
yourself accountable. Within a year, you should have taken at least twelve
recorded steps. Some steps may be smaller than others. For example, today
you can put in the application to join your local theatre group. Even if you
don’t attend the first meeting for another month or two, you are one step
closer.

There was no manual for me coming up. I had to hustle for the golden
nuggets for me to get from point A to point B. Today, however, you, my
friend, have the manual in your hands. Congratulations. Now, manuals are
just instructions. They won’t work just because you read them or even know
them. So put this manual to work for you as follows.
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First, read it entirely. Second, understand that there are doors, within doors,
within doors. This manual should get you on the path that leads to the door
that will take you in the direction of your dream. Once there, to get yourself
to the next door within will take this little bitty magical potion called... tenacity.
It is a relative of consistency. Very few access this potion, thus very few ever
gain access past the first door.
Each field in this book is one that I have ventured into and successfully won in
every area. By winning I don’t mean I got a prize, although sometimes I did. I
instead mean I got to where I wanted to go. I got past the first, second, and
third doors. Today, I am gifting you instructions on how to arrive at the first
door, so you can also win. Use the instructions wisely.
Whenever you feel lost on your journey, find your way back to this book and
ask yourself. “There are guides to arriving at dozens of different doors in this
manual, why have I only knocked on one?”
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Keys To Winning
People ask me what does it takes to win. It’s never one thing, but a
combination of factors. If I had to narrow it down to three, however, these
would be it. They may not be the exact combination for you, so may this
inspire you to find yours.
“There is no magic wand that can resolve our problems. The solution
rests with our work and discipline.”–Jose Eduardo Dos Santos

1. Discipline
2. Fearlessness
3. Love
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DISCIPLINE
The number one way to win is to check yourself... are you disciplined?
Discipline is a learned skill, so if you aren't there, don't worry, you can get
there. The first step is to become self-aware. Do you usually set routines and
stick with them? The last goals you set for yourself, did you follow them
consistently? Do you do those things that may not seem entertaining but will
help level you level up in the long run? Take a close and honest look within,
go ahead, I will wait.
Without discipline, it doesn't matter how many keys to success you read. If
you are looking for the first key to success, start with working on your
discipline skills. Once you have achieved becoming disciplined, you will be
limitless. I learned discipline at a young age from martial arts. Discipline over
motivation any day is the way. It's the foundation for success.
"It's not about being fearless, it's about acting in spite of fear."
-Veronica Roth
FEARLESSNESS
Those who know me would call me an adrenaline junky. I like to do things like
jump out of airplanes and jump from cliffs. My sense of fearlessness,
willingness to be rejected, willingness to fail, and willingness to try the
unknown have been major keys to my success.
"You can only become truly accomplished at something you love.
Don't make money your goal. Instead, pursue the things you love
doing and then do them so well that people can't take their eyes off
of you." - Maya Angelou
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LOVE
I absolutely love what I do... every single bit of it. Everything I am involved in, I
am highly passionate about, no exceptions. It's not so much about always
winning, but being in the energy of your bliss. The thing that makes you thrive
also brings you alive. Projects I have embarked on such as writing this book
also bring me joy. I love that what I do is in service to others, helping others
win and succeed. Many people out there want to find their purpose, drive,
their personal legend, and they just don't know where to start. I was one of
them! Now that I am on the other side, I want to lend a hand, reach out to
you and say "Hey, you can do it too." Just remember, if you aren't loving and
having fun in what you are doing... you are doing the wrong thing.
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POETRY
“A poet’s work… to name the unnamable, to point at frauds, to take
sides, start arguments, shape the world, and stop it from going to
sleep.”–Salman Rushdie
One thing I learned from poetry is that there is so much comradery in the
poetry world. I absolutely love the endless comradery you will find in the
poetry circle all over the world. I’ve met so many dope, inspiring, and
supportive poets. The second thing that stands out is an experience I had
with the great Miguel Algarin. While doing a slam at the Nuyorican Poets Café
in New York City. He said, “You have passion in your poetry, always be sure
that you are in control of the poem and the poem is not in control of you."
That stuck with me. No matter how personal or emotional the poem is for
you, always be in control and you'll be able to tell a beautiful story every time.
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A poet is a creator whose art form is the written word. You are going to love
being a poet. Truth is, there is already a poet in you waiting to bloom. There
are many types of poets out there, and an array of poetry styles and flavors…
develop your own, be yourself. What will draw people to you is the
uniqueness you bring, which is the one thing in this world which cannot be
duplicated. It belongs solely to you, so shine with it.
Begin your poetry today by taking one step towards your journey. The steps
below may seem simple, but don’t underestimate them. Consistently doing
the simple things sharpens the sword of the word, which is your tool to
pierce hearts on stage. As a poet, you should be able to communicate
effectively to a wide audience. These skills take time and work to develop, and
these steps will help you sharpen those skills. Here’s how to get started
today.
Read a lot of poetry and watch a lot of poet videos with different styles.
This may seem simple, but you are training your ear and mind and
helping define your own style by exposing yourself to different kinds of
poetry.
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Even if you eventually compose all your work as one particular type of
poem, being diverse in your poetry style is a valuable skill I enjoy having
and work hard to maintain.
Go to live poetry events. A huge part of poetry is performing, dominating
the stage, and captivating the audience. Watch how the pros do it, take
notes and go home and practice in the mirror. No need to be like anyone
else though, being yourself is your superpower.
Start small. Create a poem with just six lines and then record yourself
performing it. Make changes or expand on the poem as you practice. This
will help you tweak and refine your art from day one.
Find your passion and let it be your fuel. When writing your poems, those
topics which are close to your heart will be the ones that convey the most
emotion and passion. People resonate with poetry because they can
relate to the human experience. What part of your human experience is
worth turning into art?
It’s totally ok to use tools to expand your vocabulary. The thesaurus and
dictionary are your friends.
A poem can be constructed in many formats. Try this challenge, tell a
story, and divide it into three parts, beginning, middle, and end, with each
part being a standalone poem.
Use words as your paintbrush. Paint a vivid story someone can feel.
People are visual creatures. You can use words to help them see. It’s the
difference between “I woke up this morning” or “As the sun rays lightly broke
through my window pane, caressing my sheets, the day cleverly seduced me
into the start of a new beginning.”
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Practice performing live. Start with a small group, maybe a group of
friends, your public speaking support group, and later an open mic event.
Get connected to the poetry world and make friends with poets. Go to
the events, join the groups, do what you must, but get around the poetry
vibe regularly. Energy transfers and that vibe is the energy you will need
to feed on.
Get a mentor poet, someone who is a few years ahead of you in their art,
and also actively practicing. Regularly ask them for constructive criticism
as you evolve.
Your first 10,000 words are just practice. The more you write, the better
your poetry will be. There is no way around this one. This is how poets
become legendary.
Build an audience using social media platforms to make a name for your
art. You can collaborate with other poets and different brands to extend
your reach to a larger audience and establish your popularity.
Consider a formal education, whether a workshop on poetry or a Creative
Writing Degree in college. If the word is your passion, then become a
master at it by getting an education.
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You can also gain work as a poet. To begin, create a portfolio of your work.
You can do this with an artist resume, a collection of your best poems, and
even a video resume within your very own artist website.
First, develop your resume by volunteering to perform at schools, community
centers, or local events. Make connections and network with organizations to
build a name for yourself within your community. You will also want to
advance your education to match the jobs you are applying for. Some
associations offer certifications for writers and authors. Certification can
show competence and professionalism, making you more attractive to
employers. For example, the American Grant Writers’ Association (AGWA)
offers the Certified Grant Writer® credential. Once established, you can then
perform at events and teach poetry workshops all over the world.
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ACTING
“Acting is the ability to dream on cue.” - Ralph Richardson
The one thing I learned about acting is that, well, it’s about so much more
than being able to act! It’s about becoming one with the character. It’s more
than just memorization, it is feeling and knowing whom you are representing.
You are given a tremendous responsibility to tell the story of that character
and live in that moment. So you must leave your ego at the door.

In simple terms, an actor works to portray a character in a movie, play,
television show, theater production, or any other variety of performance. A
good place to start is by determining what type of acting you were watching
when you were bitten by the acting bug. If you were watching a live play, then
the world of theatre was knocking at your door. Maybe you start there. Here
are the different types of actors:
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Screen actors: Films, television, commercials, web series.
Stage actors: On-Broadway and off-Broadway, musical theater.
Voice actors: Animation, radio ads, podcasts, video games, audiobooks.
There are no formal educational requirements for actors, but training is a
good place to start. Getting an education can be as simple as a summer acting
program or going all out and getting a BFA or MFA in theatre. In the
meantime, here are the steps you can take to build a path for yourself into the
world of acting.
Volunteer to serve as an usher at your local community theatre to rub
shoulders with like-minded people and for an opportunity to meet actors
as well as get the chance to study the art of live plays.
Intern, volunteer or become an assistant for a production company.
Join an acting social group, for example, at Meetup.com.
If you are part of a church or community organization, join their drama
club or start one.
Take acting classes. Some classes are free online. While you are searching,
look for casting workshops so you can learn how to audition.
Find local acting gigs to audition for, or even parts to be an “extra” in a
movie in your local classified ads.
Get a good headshot and keep a fresh one every few months. If you have
any experience, put together an actor’s resume.
Get listed on every talent website you can find and also build your resume
there. Many listings are free.
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Get out of your comfort zone. Acting requires that you take risks, try the
new and unknown, and get around new circles, groups, and scenes.
Get an actor’s website to include a demo reel so prospective directors
can see a snippet of your work. As you audition and land more roles,
you’ll gain better footage for your reel, and better parts to list on your
resume.
Get an acting coach and/or an agent to propel your acting career.
Don’t give up, it can take a while to gain experience and notability, so
enjoy the journey. The little gigs can be just as rewarding as the huge
plays.

“Remember: there are
no small parts, only small
actors.”
–Constantin Stanislavski
When you are first getting
started, it is always good to
explore different acting venues
and types of roles. Get involved
in as many acting opportunities
as you can to gain experience,
build your resume, and define
what area of acting is right for
you.
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DIRECTING
“A great director gives life to a
work of art- gives it a
heartbeat... a pulse... opens
its eyes to the world.”
― Adrienne Posey
The one thing I learned about
directing is that it's not only
about
directing,
it’s
about
effectively communicating. Yes,
you are in charge, but it’s not
about being the boss, it's about
getting your message across in a
way that the actors can
understand, and also creating a
safe place for them to thrive in
their artistic expression.

Directors are the creative leads of the film. They hold the creative vision
throughout the entire process, from pre-production through to the final
edit. Directors are employed by the executive producer or producer, who
is ultimately in charge of production. Most film directors typically hold a
bachelor's in film or a related field and have several years of work
experience. However, having higher education is not always the case, as
experience trumps education in most cases. It is common for directors to
start their film directing career as film editors, actors, or assistants to
established directors.
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You want to start your path into directing by learning from other directors.
Learning how to direct can come from two sources: working on your own
films and analyzing other people's films. The internet is full of resources
that allow you to study, analyze, discuss and appreciate the film medium.
You can find an array of filmmaking tutorials and video essays on YouTube.
Before you start your career as a director, remember that if you want to
be an effective leader, you must first learn how to follow. Working as an
assistant to directors, cinematographers, and film editors introduces an
individual to the full range of what a director does. Using these learned
techniques from the field to write and direct personal films is another way
to get noticed as a potential film director. Here are a few steps you can
take before you take a seat in the director's chair.
Reach out to local directors in your area, and see if you can just sit in
on their next production and just watch. Take it all in by just watching
and listening.
Ask to take your favorite local director out to dinner, and interview him
or her on the path they took to arrive where they are. They may even
connect you to local resources and networks.
If the opportunity presents itself, offer your help. Let your director
friend know you would like to attend the next few rehearsals as a
helper. You can help by setting the stage, helping with costumes, or
sound checks. You're there for it all. There is no job that is too small.
You are just taking it all in.
Consider writing and producing your own film or play. It can be on a
small scale broadcasted on YouTube, or on a larger scale at your local
community center. Not only will it upgrade your resume, but it will give
you valuable leadership experience.
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Have kids? How about helping to write, produce or direct the next
school play?
If you are an actor, teach someone else your acting skills, be someone
else’s mentor. When you teach, you learn to lead and you even learn to
direct.
Create a director's reel. A reel is a visual resume that anyone looking to
hire a movie director will want to see.
Made a movie you are proud of? Submit it to annual film festivals!
If you are still having fun and enjoying this experience, then repeat these
steps. Do it all over again. Experience is key.
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FITNESS
“Once you learn to quit, it
becomes a habit.¨
― Vince Lombardi Jr

The one thing I learned about fitness
is to never compare myself to anyone
else. Your journey is your journey.
Your body is specific to you. Focus on
yourself, and don’t worry about
anybody else and you will do great.
You alone are good enough.

I do not intend for this guide to make you a bodybuilder. This guide is for
anyone, at any stage, looking to begin the journey into creating healthy
habits that may or may not lead to a career in fitness.
There is no shortage of tutorials out there on how to get healthy, so I am
going to give it to you straight, plain, and super basic. “We are what we
repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.”-Aristotle.
It’s not about the next trending diet or that new workout machine in the
market. Nothing works without you. I say, start as simple as possible. Make
your workout plan ridiculously bare-bones. If you can stick to that for 21
days, then we can upgrade to the bells and whistles.
I am proposing a challenge. I challenge you to walk 15 minutes around your
block every day for seven days. If you miss one day, start the count over
until you have reached seven consecutive days. That’s it, nothing else. When
can you start?
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“Success is walking from failure to
failure with no loss of
enthusiasm.”
— Winston Churchill
Once you have successfully completed
that seven day walk challenge, we
know you are ready to commit to
yourself. Not to the diet, or the
machines… but to yourself. Now you
are ready to begin the journey to you.
Here is a structured guide to help you
upgrade to the next level.

Determine what is your goal. For example, do you want to lose weight,
are you trying to get into shape? Do you just like working out, or do you
want to enter a bodybuilding competition? Whatever it is, this is where
we need to start.
Consult with your doctor to see if you are healthy enough to exercise.
You need to know your limitations on what you can or cannot do before
you embark on this journey. Always speak with your primary care
physician regularly.
Find a local gym and become a member. Do your research to see if the
gym has what you need to fulfill your goals. Some gyms have one-year
contracts while others are on a month-to-month basis. Before you sign
up, always ask for a trial membership to see if you like the gym. Most
gyms are more than willing to give you one. They love new customers. If
you have a friend that goes to the gym, ask them if you can tag along.
They may have a buddy pass.
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Make a workout schedule for yourself. This is key. You want to have a
schedule that works around your daily routine and work life. Start small,
go to the gym at least 2-3 times a week, and work your way up from
there.
Find a certified personal trainer. You can sign up with one at your local
gym or you may know one personally. Personal trainers can be pricey,
so make sure you do your research and ask a lot of questions. It's your
hard-earned money that you will be spending, so be sure to ask the
right questions and keep searching until you find someone who is a
good fit for you.
Create a meal plan designed for the specific goal you want to achieve.
You can consult with your personal trainer if they are qualified. If not,
consult with your doctor or a nutritionist. Remember, fitness is 80% diet
and 20% gym. Having a proper eating regimen is imperative.
Educate yourself. There is a lot of information out there that is
absolutely free. YouTube can be useful but also sometimes misleading,
as there are a lot of content creators giving fitness tips that are
incorrect. So do your research before you follow advice.
Be patient with yourself. Your fitness journey will take time. Remember,
Rome wasn't built in a day. Greatness doesn't happen overnight.
Here is a schedule to follow once you have successfully passed the sevenday walking challenge:
Week 1 SLEEP: Focus on increasing your walk time by five minutes every
week. This week you will also work on increasing your sleep hours and being
consistent with your sleep routine. It takes time to build good habits, so aim
to only add one new habit per week so you don’t get overwhelmed.
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Week 2 EATING: Focus on increasing your water intake and eating a
healthy breakfast. You can otherwise, continue with your normal eating
routine.
Week 3 WORKOUT: By now, you should be at about thirty minutes a day
walking. Continue.
Week 4 EATING: Introduce your second healthy meal and be consistent
with your water intake.
If you find it difficult to complete any of the activities, be sure to rest and
consult your doctor. The goal of these activities is to not only to get you
familiar with healthy eating, proper exercise, and adequate sleep but to
create healthy habits and routines that will benefit you in the long run. We
establish discipline.

DISCLAIMER: This is not medical advice. Be sure to consult with a trained physician or doctor to see if
you are healthy enough to walk for 15min, and speak with your doctor about what they consider a
healthy breakfast for you.
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BUSINESS
“Life is inherently risky. There is only one big risk you should avoid
at all costs, and that is the risk of doing nothing.”– Denis Waitley
I do not intend this section of the book to help you learn how to run a
business, or even how to succeed. Instead, this bridge is geared to help you
prepare before you even start your business journey, to give you the best
chance at thriving when you are ready to begin. Consider this section the
foundation of your business "house" while later you will work on choosing a
house color and window drapes.
The one thing I learned about business is that you cannot be afraid to fail.
Start where you are, with what you have, but start today. Failure is not
optional, it is a part of the process, so don’t avoid it. Go for it, even when it’s
scary.
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“To know what you know and what you do not know, that is true
knowledge.”–Confucius
LET'S AGREE THAT YOU DON’T KNOW
If your mindset is right from the jump, you will have a chance at succeeding
in your business venture. What is the right mindset? Well, you simply don’t
know what you are doing. Let’s face it, you probably never ran a business
before. No one trained you on how to do it, and you didn’t go to school for
it, so why would you know? The good news is that as long as you are in
alignment with this mindset, you remain in student-mode, and always
searching for what you don’t know. This is the safest place to be in the
business world. There is no shortage of knowledge readily available for you,
mostly for free, so you are in a great position to learn.
"I often speak to people who wonder why they continue to fail. In
many situations, they are concentrating their efforts in the wrong
places period." -Les Brown
YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW
Now that you know you don’t know, you can start by seeking out the
knowledge you need, before you launch. Once you are in business
however, you will stumble across one common setback. You will put all your
energy into what you think your business needs. Too often, it will not be the
area your business needs to focus on in order to thrive or reach the next
level. While you are putting in the time, money, and effort, you will soon find
you are still struggling to see results. This is because you don’t know what
you don’t know. Don’t worry, there is a way around this.
Taking the following steps before you decide to start a business will help
you avoid major pitfalls most new business owners encounter. When
challenges come, and they will, you can use the tools you gained before you
started the business, to navigate them like a boss.
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KNOWLEDGE
Learn everything, and I mean EVERYTHING there is to know about the field,
product, or service you want to get into. Watch every tutorial, take the
classes, follow your competitors, and learn from what they are doing
correctly. Browse their websites, view their success stories. Everything you
need to know is at your fingertips. If you know someone in the field, interview
them on their experience and ask for advice. Aim to become an expert in
your field before you launch your business.
EXPERIENCE
Whatever your field, you will need experience. The best way to figure out if
you want to do something is to try it out first. You may love cooking, and want
to open a restaurant. Before you jump in, consider working within a
restaurant to figure out if it’s right for you. You may hate it, or love it, but in
the end, you will know for sure if it’s the right business venture for you.
Shadow someone in your field for a day, assist, volunteer, or intern if
possible. Put your hours in before you decide. The bonus is that the
experience gained in the process will serve you time and time again when
you are ready to begin your business venture.
PITFALLS
How have others failed at what you are trying to do? What did they do wrong?
The best way to avoid the pitfalls is by learning from others who have already
been there. Search YouTube videos on “If I had to start my business over
again, this is what I would do differently” or “Mistakes I made when starting
my business." The information is out there, so you don’t have to make the
same mistakes.
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STRUCTURE
Why? ..........Think about the purpose of your business and what needs it fills.
Your answer should be three sentences, tops. That is how clear your purpose
should be.
What?.......... What is the product or service you’ll be offering?
Who?........... Who is your target customer base or audience? Be specific in
describing demographic characteristics, such as age, gender, income level,
location, and other factors.
How?........... What is the plan? How will people find you? When they find you,
how will you deliver the product successfully?
How much money do you want to make every month and what is your
strategy to do that? What is your marketing budget and how much money will
you need for supplies? What happens if you aren’t in profit mode for two
years? Do you have enough funds to keep the business going? How many
hours a week will you have to invest in successfully running your business?
Can your current life realistically accommodate that?
If you don’t have answers to these basic questions, then you simply aren’t
ready to start a business. Picking out colors and logos is fun, but the
backbone of your business sits on the structure and planning. Here are three
checklists to help you define your structure before launch day.

“By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail.”
― Benjamin Franklin
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CHECKLIST: BEFORE YOU START
Learn everything there is about your field, product, or service.
Take classes, certifications, and workshops on what you want to do.
Gain experience by working in the field, volunteering, or shadowing.
Find your competitors, study them, and decide on what will set you apart
from them.
Set a budget for start-up supplies and costs to keep the business running
for a year.
Decide on your targeted audience, and research how they can find you.
Set a marketing budget and strategy for the first year.
Get connected to the local small business support group network.
Create a portfolio of your work and collect testimonials and reviews.

CHECKLIST: BEFORE LAUNCH DAY PHASE ONE
Create a business plan using a business plan template.
Decide on a name, slogan, and mission statement.
Decide on colors and create a logo.
Create content: “Services List” and “Company History”.
Start a social media following for your business.
Design a website and display your work, portfolio, and testimonials.
Create a launch strategy to market the opening day of your business.
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CHECKLIST: BEFORE LAUNCH DAY PHASE TWO
Open a business bank account.
Schedule recurring time in your calendar just to learn
thereby evolving and staying on top of market trends.
Design business cards, flyers, or a service brochure.
Set up a record-keeping system:
ie: for receipts, purchases, invoices, clients records, etc.
Register your business.
Apply for an Employer Identification Number (EIN).
Get federal and state tax IDs (If applicable).
Apply for a business license and permits (If applicable).
Apply for trademarks, copyrights, or patents (if applicable).
Purchase insurance policies (If applicable).
Finally, begin your launch campaign 30 days before launch day.

For even more on how to get started on your business journey, visit my
website www.barsanddiscipline.com .
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TEN RULES TO LIVE BY
1. Practice humility.
2. Have integrity.
3. Make discipline an everyday habit.
4. Take risks.
5. Live like there's no tomorrow.
6. Listen to your pain.
7. Love yourself.
8. Strive to learn something new each day.
9. Embrace your failures and learn from them.
10. Love as if your life depended on it and
live as if your love depended on it.
Bonus:
Believe in yourself.
Believe in yourself
Believe in yourself.

FIVE BOOKS
THAT CHANGED MY LIFE
The Alchemist
by Paulo Coelho
This book is all about finding your personal
legend, your destiny, and your purpose in life.
The author conveys this by telling a story. This
book gets mixed reviews. Some people
absolutely love it, and others don’t. I am on the
team love it and it is a part of my must-read
collection.

Atomic Habits
by James Clear
This book is all about taking small steps to
complete a task and making those minor tasks
an everyday discipline that compounds to
massive results over time. It gives you a clear
view of how taking small steps will get you to the
end goal.

The Subtle Art of Not Giving a Fuck
by Mark Manson

This book is a total gem. The title is totally
misleading. I saw it on the shelves when it first
came out and completely ignored it because of
the title. Within the first chapter, it pulled me in.
It’s kind of hard to talk about the book without
giving it away. Let’s just say you are only given
only five fucks a year and this book teaches you
how to use them wisely.
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FIVE BOOKS
THAT CHANGED MY LIFE
The Fire Next Time
by James Baldwin
His pen is phenomenal. The way he crafts and
tells stories is simply magical. This book is two
essays, which make you rethink the way you
look at race, religion, the world, and life. This is a
collection keeper.

The Four Agreements
by Don Miguel Ruiz
I don’t even know how to explain this book…
whew. This book is about ultimate personal
freedom and how your freedom was shaped by
agreements you made from the time you could
speak. It shows you a way out of agreements
that no longer align with you or serve you.
Getting out of these agreements is life-changing
and transformational.
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ABOUT
Tarishi Midnight Shuler
Award-winning
American
Artist
Tarishi
"M.I.D.N.I.G.H.T.” Shuler altered the status quo
of the spoken word art scene by presenting an
ingenious style of delivery using clever
metaphors and a dance between twodimensional storylines.

Resonating with audiences nationwide, by 2011, Tarishi had begun
dominating stages with his dramatic performances taking home numerous
awards year after year and raising the bar for his counterparts. Often abrupt,
always gracefully delivered yet playfully unfiltered, his poetry hangs in an
intrinsic balance of raw truth and art imitating life.
Among his many accolades, Tarishi has opened for notable individuals such
as Saul Williams, Grammy nominated Neo-Soul Artist Dwele, Abiodun
Oyewole of The Last Poets, Def Jam Comedian Talent and former US
President Bill Clinton. In 2020, he shared a staged with Omari Hardwick at
Da' Poetry Lounge in Los Angeles, California.
A native of Connecticut, spent an extensive amount of time residing in
Brooklyn, NY, you can find Tarishi modeling, acting, body building, teaching or
directing while also discovering new audiences in stages close to home, and
as far as Tokyo, Japan.

Connect With Me
Barsanddiscipline.com
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